String Art
In this kit you will find:
 Information about String Art
 Push Pins
 A Cardboard Canvas
 String
 A String Art pattern
*Scissors will be needed
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Bonus: Ear n points for Summer Reading when you
complete this kit!
Learn more about Summer Reading and sign up now at
billingslibrary.readsquared.com
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Post photos of your creations on your favorite social
media sites with #2020TECHLabTeens and
@BillingsLibrary
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String Art is created by connecting points with string.
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You can only ever create straight lines when connecting
your string from one point to another, however you can
sometimes make lines appear to be curved by adding more
points along the path, overlapping strings, or using different
color strings.
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Making a shape appear
curved by using many
short, straight lines.
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String art is great for making geometric shapes or simple
silhouettes. You can “color,” or fill in shapes, by either
connecting strings across many points along a border, or
wrapping string around itself, similar to weaving.
Coloring in a
geometric
shape

You can also create interesting
layers by overlapping strings.

Hidden points
underneath layers
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